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PRESENTATION
Operator


Good day, everyone and welcome to the Sirius Satellite Radio first quarter 2007 financial and operating results conference call.
Today’s conference is being recorded.


At this time, I would like to turn the conference over to Paul Blalock, Senior Vice President of Investor Relations. Mr. Blalock,
please go ahead.


Paul Blalock - Sirius Satellite Radio - SVP, IB


Thanks, Peter. Good morning everyone and thank you for your participation. This morning, Mel Karmazin, our CEO; joined by
Jim Meyer, President of Operations and Sales; and Scott Greenstein, President of Entertainment & Sports will review our first
quarter 2007 operations and our outlook for 2007; David Frear, our Chief Financial Officer will then discuss our financial results
and our guidance for 2007 as outlined in our press release this morning. At the conclusion of our prepared remarks, management
will be glad to take your questions.


I would like to remind everyone certain statements made during this call might be forward-looking statements as that term is
defined in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These and all forward looking statements are based on
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management’s current beefs and expectations and necessarily depend on assumptions, data, or methods that may be incorrect
or imprecise. Such forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ
materially. More information about these risks and uncertainties is contained in Sirius’s SEC filings. We caution listeners not to
rely unduly on forward-looking statements and disclaim any intent or obligation to update them. I will now hand the call over
to Mel Karmazin for his opening remarks.


Mel Karmazin - Sirius Satellite Radio - CEO


Thanks, Paul. Good morning and thankyou all forjoining us. 2007 is offto a great start for Sirius. Healthy subscriber growth of
approximately $57,000, net additions in the first quarter drove a 61% increase in our ending subscriber base from last year.
Sirius now has approximately 6.6 million subscribers and we are well on our way to meeting our 2007 outlook for more than 8
million subscribers at the end of the year. In Qt alone, we added more than the double number of subscribers that we did in
our first year of operation.


In the first quarter, Sirius added 66% of total Satellite Radio segment net additions, and in the retail segment, Sirius represented
a 76% sha re. This is the sixth consecutive quarter where Sirius has attracted the majority of the Satellite Radio segment subscriber
net additions. It is also interesting to note that in the first quarter of 2007, Sirius captured the majority of gross subscriber
additions in this segment, ma king the second consecutive quarter marking second consecutive quarter for that milestone. Jim
will take you through in more detail in a few minutes but I’d like to highlight our progress in the OEM channel.


During the last few weeks; numerous announcements have been made by our auto makers, including Lincoln, Mitsubishi, Audi,
Land Rover, and MINI, making Sirius standard in additional models. Last week, Mercedes announced that Sirius is targeted to
be installed in 80% of their auto penetration this year, and 90% of their auto production next year and more than 90% in 2009.
These recent announcements dramatically exceed previously established installation targets and in my view, represent a very
positive signal for our continued growth.


Overall, our exclusive OEM partners are dramatically ramping the number of vehicles in which Sirius service is included. Just
two years ago, in 2005, our exclusive partners included Sirius in roughly 10% of their vehicle production. Last year, in 2006,
Sirius was included in 23% of their total vehicle production, and in 2007, we expect to be included in approximately 34% of
production. Soyou can easily see how important the recent announcements like Mercedes will be for the future.


On the retail front, Sirius captured a remarkable 76% of the Satellite Radio segment retail subscriber additions during the first
quarter of 2007. This is the highest share in our history. On the programming front, we continue to cost effectively add compelling
new programming. Scott will take you through the highlights in a few moments, but obviously we are very pleased with the
response we are seeing from new initiatives such as NASCAR, the recently launched Sinatra channel, and the upcoming launch
of the Jamie Foxx channel. On the finandal front, first quarter results clearly demonstrate that Sirius is scaling the business,
managing our costs, and accomplishing our goals with more than 200 million in first quarter revenue, we are well positioned
to approach the 1 billion in revenue this year. We are the fastest growing radio company in the United States.


It is also apparent want that we are focused on controlling costs. On a line by line basis, our income statement is scaling and
costs are decreasing as a percentage of revenue. SAC improved and is on track for our full year guidance of $95. Overall churn
was 2.3% in the middle of the range we expect for the full year of 2.2 to 2.4%. Sirius reported a 68% improvement in our reported
net loss from last year, reflecting a $0.10 loss this year versus last year’s $0.33 loss, as stock based compensation declined 91%
from last year.


Overall, Sirius had a solid first quarter. It is important to note that demand for Sirius continues to be strong and our financial
performance is on track and we are executing very well on our business plan. Jim?


T
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Jim Meyer - Sirius Satellite Radio - President, Sales, Operations


Thanks, Mel. First quarter 2007 was very-successful for Sirius. Our goal for 2007 was to maintain our leadership position and
Sirius accomplished that goal capturing 66% total Satellite Radio segment share. We added 988,000 gross subscriber additions
in the first quarter, up slightly from total gross additions last year. First quarter 2007 net additions of 556,000 were comprised
of approximately 365,000, net additions from our OEM partners and approximately 193,000 after market net additions. Churn
was 2.3% for the quarter, consistent with our guidance for full year churn at 2.2 to 2.4%.


Turning first to the after market sector. The 193,000 net additions for the first quarter are clearly below last year’s strong
momentum resulting from the arrival of Howard Stern. However, Sirius share of the Satellite Radio after market segment was
76%, the highest in our history. In the first quarter, we achieved our objectives in the after market, and I a m particularly pleased
with our share improvements and non-NPD reporting segments. I believe overall industry growth in the aftermarket segment
will continue to run at approximately 4 million gross additions for 2007. We are very focused on this channel of distribution and
continue to work with our aftermarket partners to achieve our share and growth objectives.


Now, let’s turn to the OEM world. In the first quarter, Sirius added 365,000 OEM net additions, capturing 62% of total OEM net
addition share, the highest results in our history. As the numbers attest, during the first quarter, Sirius in conjunction with our
OEM partners, executed very well on all fronts. Much of the first quarter success can be attributed to pull for end-users as
evidenced by those partners marketing Sirius as a free flow option.


The great news is that penetration rates for Sirius are exceeding initial projections and strong customer and dealer demand for
the Sirius option is driving these high penetration rates. We believe that these results speakvolumes about a exciting, evolving
strategy with our OEM partners through our programming, promotion, and technology, Sirius is becoming a key marketing
infiue ncer to the vehicle buyer. The pen etration rates referenced earlier by Mel demonstrate this, and the aggressive deployment
of standard equipment programs also bear this out.


in the past few weeks, Sirius made five new standard equipment progra mming announcements, including Audi, with six models
and Lincoln which is now including Sirius as standard equipment in all 2008 model year Satellite ready vehicles. In addition,
Mercedes Benzwhich not onlyincreased the number of vehicles offering Sirius as standard but also is now targeting penetration
rates across-the-board that will grow from 80 to over 90% in 2009. Our automotive partners are confidently stepping up their
rollout of Sirius with packaging and promotional strategies up to and including lifetime subscription offerings as evidenced by
our MINI announcement. We are pleased to announce that starting today, Mercury will embark on a two month national
promotion prominently featuring Sirius in their models with a paid three year subscription.


As with last year’s very successful Mercury promotion, Mercury will back this program with extensive national and local "iV
advertising along with print and electronic media support. We’re excited to be partnered with Mercury again on this integrated
campaign. Overall in 2007, Ford expects to more than doublethe number of vehicles shipped with factory installed Sirius radio
from the nearly 600,000 that have already been shipped to date. On the technology front, Sirius made headlines with our
collaborative back seat TV press announcement with the Chrysler Group. The first ever live in-vehicle TV network will launch
this summer with 2008 model year Chrysler, Dodge, and Jeep vehicles. Nickelodeon, Disney Channel, and Ca~oon Network,
the biggest names in family TV will enable us to deliver three live channels directly to the vehicle. Back seat TV will further
enhance the already exceptional Sirius entertainment experience with Chrysler Group vehicles.


Through Sirius, our automotive partners are able to differentiate their vehicles and create unique marketing messages by
creating new offerings which make it clear that Sirius continues to becom e more important to both the customer a nd the OEM
partners dealers. During the quarter, Sirius also launched realtime traffic with the Chrysler Group. Along with back seat TV, these
emerging programs continue to position Sirius as a compelling value proposition.


In conclusion, I’d like to make a few closing comments. First quarter demand has been on plan, and is consistent with our
guidance of ending 2007 with over 8 million subscribers. I expect year-over-year variances in the aftermarket segment to
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continue to improve and l am optimistic that the important Father’s Day period will be good. In addition, we remain committed
to a multiple channel distribution strategy incorporating both the aftermarket and OEM segments, success in both is critical
for achieving our growth objectives. Now, let me turn it over to Scott.


Scott Greenstein - Sirius Satellite Radio - President, Entertoinment, Sports


Thanks, Jim. Beyond the business news articles in the first quarter, one stonj remained the same in entertainment, media, and
mainstream news. Sirius reinforced its position as the programming leader in all of radio by delivering new personalities,
innovative channels, and original shows, making clear why Sirius is the best radio on radio or as we are sometimes referred to
as leading provider of audio entertainment. Competition across the audio entertainment landscape continues to increase and
we are driven every day to deliver fresh, compelling programming that is exclusive and definitive, appeals to the many niches
of our diverse leadership, diverse listenership and captures the imagination of a nation of listeners.We’ve added new programming
and we strengthen our existing line up. Some highlights--We are cementing our role as the leader in Sports Programming. As
part of our exclusive NFL relationship, Sirius broadcast ten game calls of the Super Bowl in seven languages. As part of its newly
corn menced NASCAR deal, Sirius NASCAR Radio is the best place for 24-7 NASCAR coverage, including every race being featured
on Sirius, ten race day driver crew channels where you can hear each of the drivers and the race simultaneously, Tony Stewart
live, and the Juan Pablo Montoya report. We carried every game at the NCAA men’s division one basketball championship and
the women’s final four. With our unrivaled coverage of the NFL and NASCAR not to mention the NBA and the NCAA, we single
handedly provide sports fans with the best sports product available for their audio listening needs.


In music, we launched an-exclusive channel with Frank Sinatra Enterprises, Siriusly Sinatra, co-created with the Chairman of the
Board and featuring a weekly show hosted by Frank himself through the benefits of our technology as well as Nancy Sinatra’s
weekly show to corn plement her dad’s efforts. We also launched two new commercial free music channels, a Punk rock channel
and Lithium, a 90s alternative channel, all have been critically well received. All of our music channels continue to be 100%
commercial free.


In talk, Howard Stern celebrated his first year on Satellite Radio. Barbara Waiters launched her live call-in showto complement
having the broadcast rights to her extensive library of interviews on Sirius and we look forward as Mel mentioned to the debut
this Spring of our newest comedy channel, the Foxxhole presented by Jamie Foxx. We renewed our programming deal with
NPR broadcasting two channels ofthe best in Public Radio. We added CNN to our over 80 channels we offered to Sirius Internet
Radio subscribers and with our many storied hosts ranging from Howard Stern to Barbara Waiters and many in between, we
provide every one of our 12 million listeners with their ideal radio companion.


The audio entertainment world continues to grow every day, but we have every confidence that our great content, original
programming, and collection of branded assets will continue to make Sirius the best listening experience anywhere and the
brand synonymous with that attribute on whatever platform Sirius appears.


In the marketing area, we treat marketing as the public representation of our programs unrivaled quality and breadth. Our
marketing remains preeminently important. We have an efficient, effective and far reaching campaign to launch for Father’s
Day and into Q2 that allows us to receive and give out general brand awareness and to highlight specific attributes of our
exclusive content. In addition, we have planned certain marketing directed to niches including NASCAR Marketing as we continue
what we successfully started in the first quarter with Nascar and other specific marketing that targets untapped audiences,
corresponding with unique Sidus programming. Complementing such marketing efforts in a cost effective manner is our
nationwide Public Relations outreach which generates hundreds of millions of media impressions across outlets that range
from sports and music to talkand entertainment. Public relations has the been from the beginning and continues to be a factor
on its own and an efficient substitute for marketing dollars. This is in addition to the extensive Mercury campaign Jim referred
to earlier.
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In conclusion, the best radio on radio is much more than a marketing statement for us. It was born from our programming and
our desire to never stop giving listeners the best audio entertainment experience available today. Better than free radio, better
than Internet radio, Sirius Satellite Radio is the audio entertainment content leader. Thanks. I’ll turn it over to David.


David Frear - Sirius Satellite Rodio - CFO


Thanks, Scott. As in prior calls my corn ments will follow the condensed operating statement in our press release, which excludes
the effect of stock based compensation expenses in the individual line items. This quarter, we’ve added a new line item to the
P&L, revenue share and royalties. This should make it easier to look at variable versus fixed costs and see the very rapid progress
that we are making. The first quarter put us sotidly on track to achieving our goals for 2007 with the Company adding a very
strong 556,490 subscribers, significantly above consensus estimates. Total churn which includes self-paid churn as well as
non-conversions of bundled subs was 2.3% in the first quarter, right in the middle of our guidance range for the year of 2.2 to
2.4%. The uptick versus last year is primarily attributable to the increase in our OEM subscriber mix.


Our operating results are very clearly scaling. Total revenue in the first quarter was up 61% to 5204 million in the a nnualized
revenue run rate that is now in excess of $800 million. Our contribution margin which is revenue less customer service and
billing expenses as well as revenue share in royalties and cost of equipment continues to exceed 70% of revenue. Our fixed
costs, excluding the non-cash items of depreciation and stock compensation in the quarter were up only 9% compared to a
61% growth in revenue. As a result, $0.60 of every $1 increase in revenue turned into an improvement in pre-SAC EBITDA which
was positive $19 million for the quarter.


As mentioned earlier on the call, SAC per gross ad continues to improve at $104, 8% better than the year ago quarter and
keeping us on track for fullyear SAC guidance of $95 per growth ad. The decline in SAC per growth ad led to a 10% improvement
in subscriber acquisition cost despite the increase over last year in total gross ads to 988,000. Adding it all up, our first quarter
adjusted loss from operations improved by $53 million on $77 million of increased revenue. That is $0.68 of improved EBITDA
t’or every $1 of incremental revenue.


On the non-cash side, stock comp fell 91% versus the year ago quarter as we continue to move away from historical contracts
and significant equity components and all of this drove the 70% improvement that you saw in net loss per share. Our free cash
flow loss for the quarter improved by nearly $20 million year-over-year and we ended the quarter with roughly $264 million in
cash, cash equivalents, and marketable securities, in addition to our restricted investments.


To conclude, the first quarter was another milestone period for Sirius, as we added a strong number of net new subs in a cost
effective manner continuing to enha nee the best radio on radio and made significa nt strides in furthering our OEM development.
As disclosed in the press release, we are reiterating all of our guidance for 2007 including revenue approaching $1 billion for
the year, ending subscribers ol~ over 8 million, average monthly churn of approximately 2.2 to 2.4% and SAC per growth ad of
approximately $95 and with that let me turn it backto Mel.


Mel Karmazin - Sirius Satellite Radio - CEO


Thanks, David. I’d like to address a couple of additional areas. I’ve recently received questions about our pricing, so I’d like to
take this opportunity to comment on that. Sirius has kept its monthly price at $12.95 since inception. As we have said in the
past, we have added enormous amounts of premium content including Howard Stern, the NFL, NASCAR and we have not
increased price. I have also said in the past that we believe we offer a premium prod uct over XM and that we canjustify a higher
price than we currently charge if we were only looking at XM. However, we are corn peting against alternatives that are effectively
priced at free. Even though our content justifies a higher price, our focus is on growing Satellite Radio vis-a-vis terrestrial radio,
~nternet radio, iPods, content over mobile phones, and other alternatives for audio entertainment. Rig ht now, we have a relatively
small number of people subscribing to Satellite Radio, and we want that number to grow huge, and the way to do so is by
providing great content at a good price.
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To Iookat it another way, if we do not have enough subscribers at $12.95, how will we get them at $14.95 or higher? Now, what
i’d like to do is take a few moments to dis-cuss our pending merger with XM. As you know, there has been considerable debate
in Congress regarding this transaction. A number of leading voices from both the House and the Senate have opined on the
merger. We are pleased that a number of these leaders have expressed confidence that competition will be preserved in the
audio entertainment marketplace following the merger of our companies. Even though the FCC comment period hasn’t yet
begun, we expect to receive endorsements from a number of prominent organizations, many of which we expect to file Letters
of Support with the FCC. From the beginning, we understood that this process would be extensive. We also expected that, like
any merger, we would have to demonstrate the benefit of our combination to different constituencies. We were prepared to
do that from day one and we are actively engaged in the process. From our perspective, that process is moving forward in line
with our expectation.


To recap some of the important steps we’ve already taken, on March 13, we filed our Ha rtScottRodino application with the DOJ.
On April 12, we received a second request for additional information which was expected.We filed our merger application with
the FCC on March 20. We anticipate that the Commission will issue a public notice in the near future that sets a schedule to
comment on the merger. Once the Commission issues a public notice, it will trigger a comment period followed by a reply
period, and as you know, we have testified before Congress on four occasions. All of these milestones are merely steps in an
ongoing process and as that process moves forward, we will continue to illustrate the many benefits this merger provides,
including better prices and more choices for consumers.


In an increasingly competitive audio entertainment environment, this transaction will strengthen Satellite Radio’s position
within the marketplace while maintaining robust competition in the audio entertainment market. The bottom line is this--the
merger of Sirius and XM is good for consumers, good for shareholders, and good for the audio entertainment industry as a
whole. We remain confident that the regulatory authorities will carefully weigh the merits of the transaction and that we will
be able to close the transaction by the end of the year.


Let me end by saying that Sirius has a very solid business model and from our operating performance, you could see we are
executing almost flawlessly on it. Not just for the first quarter of’07 but for the last few years. Sirius will continue to focus on
our execution and you should expect that we will execute very well. Thankyou for joining us this morning, and now we are
ready to take your questions.


QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS


Operator


Thank you. (OPERATOR iNSTRUCTIONS) We’ll go first to Laraine Mancini, Merrill Lynch.


Laraine Mancini - Merrill Lynch - Analyst


Two questions for you. First of all, your competitors suggested they regain some retail market share later in the quarter so can
you discuss what your full year expectation is? Do you thin k they will regain some sha re over time or would you expect to stay
where you are now? And second maybe Mel you can comment, radio add sales market has been pretty weak in terrestrial radio.
Your 1Q number was actually lower than last years. Do you still think there’s acceleration in the ad model or do you need to get
more subscribers before you get there?


O


Mel Karmazin - Sirius Satellite Radio - CEO


Yes, so we’re really happy with where our market share is. Obviously in the first quarter, we had 76% of the net ads and that’s
a awesome number that we’re fighting every day to maximize our sha re as long as it’s profitable and as long as long as it’s with
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intelligent pricing and that we continue to believe that we are going to be the dominant brand at retail for all ofthis year. There
may be months where our shares will fluctuate, but we fully expect to have the majority of the shares at retail.


On the ad sales side, first let me say that our first qua rter was lower tha n last yea r predominantly for one reason. Howard Stern,
as you know, is responsible for a significant amount of our ad revenue. Last year, he started. We had a number of charter
advertisers that were there who wanted to be part of him signing on. In addition, Howard’s work schedule last year consisted
of him not taking any vacation in the first quarter and him working virtually even! Friday which was not something he needed
to do with his contract and we reaped the benefits of having more revenues in his show because he did more shows.


I could tell you that for the year, for 2007, we are currently pacing slig htly over 20% higher than we were pacing last year, and
we fully expect that our advertising revenue would accelerate. We wish that terrestrial radio was doing better because obviously
we’re competing for many of those same advertisers. We’re finding ourselves having to do more and more new Business
Development in the radio national advertising front because we’re not seeing that the other companies who are in that space
are doing it, but we’re very optimistic about that second stream of revenue. We would like it to be higher and we’re convinced
that as the year goes on your going to see significant improvements in that number.


Laraine Mancini - Merrill Lynch - Analyst


Great. And just one clarification on the retail. I think Jim said thatyou guys expect the whole retail market for Satellite Radio to
be about 4 million subs this year, so would you think that you could get 60 to 70% of those numbers?


Jim Meyer - Sirius Satellite Radio - President, Sales, Operations


Well, I want to be clear here, when I say that I mean the aftermarket which is far more than just the retail segment as you know
it includes direct-to-consumer and all the non-NPD reporting as well as special markets. I think that our goal is to be the market
leader. I don’t think I have a comment on what our specific objective would be.


Mel Karmazin - Sirius Satellite Radio - CEO


And we basically have given you guidance and the guidance is that we’re going to increase our number of subs at year-end to
over 8 million and that’s going to be accomplished by us being the market leader in retail and by continuing to do the kind of
jobwe’re doing on OEM execution.


Laraine Mancini - Merrill Lynch - Analyst


Great. Thank you.


Operator


We’ll go next to Lucas Binder, UBS.


Lucas Binder - UBS -Analyst


Good morning, Can you hear me okay?
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Mel Karmazin - Sirius Satellite Radio - CEO


Yes.


Lucas Binder - UBS -Analyst


So just a couple of quick questions. Can you talk a little bit about on the churn side, obviously within your guidance, what are
some of the things you’re doing to ensure that stabilizes here and address basically the turnover a nd some of the OEM contracts
try and make sure that you’re very active with churn and then one question on ARPU. Excluding the rebates and the Hertz
impact, what’s ca using the year-over-year decline? Is it penetration of family plans so you have longer life customers? Can you
talk a little bit about that as well?


David Frear - Sirius Satellite Radio - CFO


So, okay, this is David, on the ARPU side, family plans, are bringing, you did say, you did ask it exclusive of the ad revenue
component, is that right, Lucas?


Lucas Binder - UBS-Analysr


Correct.


David Frear - Sirius Satelfite Radio - CFO


Okay, so the growing amount of multi-receiver subscriptions is going to be bringing it down and that would be the principle
reason for it. On the churn side, we do manage the churn from the, in terms of conversions, and self pay, we have people that
are dedicated to doing those things separately on the self-pay side, we continue to just try and put best practices in place.
There’s a lot of contact with the customers either from an engagement perspective with the kinds of communications that go
to them about what’s on the air as well as calls to the call center and so it’s a lot of fundamental blocking and tackling.


We’ve made investments in people and systems through aid and analytics to see what are the - what can we predict about
churn behavior. Are there in fact statistical tendencies within the group that will help us understand who is more likely to churn
and then we develop initiatives to go after those groups which have a higher propensity to churn and see if we can’t in fact
prevent that.


And then on the OEM side, it’s a 2-pronged attack. You have to come at it from both the front end as well as the back end that
at the point-of-sale, at the time they’re buying the car, you really want to focus on execution at the dealer in terms of what are
they being told about Satellite Radio? Are they getting a demonstration? Are they hearing the radio, seeing how it works in
their car? Is the program and tremendous variety and quality of the programming being explained to them that there’s no
better time to make that sale than when the customer is right there before the car rolls over the curb. We do know that the
better the demonstration at the dealer, the more likely it is that the car buyer is likely to become a converted subscriber, and
then on the back end, it’s working through our automotive partners in terms of of how many times we are able to reach out
and touch that customer. As you know these days, there are a lot of issues with respect to proactively reaching out and selling
to customers. So the OEM’s have to monitor how often they touch the customer. We have to monitor how often we do and so
we work in very close connection with our automotive partners to optimize the communication streams with those subscribers.
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Mel Karmazin - Sirius Satellite Radio - CEO


And I think the secret sauce, for us with churn is our programming, and our content and our brand and I think that that contributes
to us having a leading position in the churn area.


Lucas Binder - UBS-Analyst


Okay, great. Thankyou very much, guys.


Operator


We’ll go next to Robert Peck, Bear Stearns.


O


Robert Peck - BearStearns -Analyst


Yes, hi, David I was wondering if you could clarify two things for us. One is could you tell us what the OEM conversion rate is or
maybe the percent of people that when they come off their year contract how many are sticking around? And number two,
could you also comment on the impact you saw from NASCAR and then after that, Mel, if you wouldn’t mind commenting a
little bit on, A, do you reiterate your guidance for 2010 of 3 billion of revenue and 1 billion of free cash flow? And I know you
gave that guidance about_ it a year or so ago and the laws for change stipulate a tougher retail market. Can you talk to us about
what gives you confidence in those estimates? Thanks.


David Frear - Sirius Satellite Radio - CFO


Okay, so on the OEM conversion rate, Bob, as you said many times before, that that’s not something that we’re going to come
out and discuss. We view it as an isolated statistic and it is something that we follow in managing the business but the guidance
we’re providing you is total subscribers, total revenues, and most importantly free cash flow. I think that in order to make the
conversion rate actiona ble we start having to actually blowout the rest of the statistics in the business including the SAC per
gross ad by the individual channels and in the gross ads by the individual channels and I think it’s a level of detail that we just
don’t feel is appropriate to go to, so I don’t have anything further to say about the OEM conversion rate.


Mel Karmazin - Sirius Satellite Radio - CEO


Regarding the effect of NASCAR, I think if you take a look at our 76% net ads in the first quarter and our very strong position
relative to our competitor, I think you can see that we think that our content including NASCAR contributed to it. Anecdotally,
we’ve seen ata number of races in those particular markets that the Sirius product had been sold out in many retail stores, when
we had a team of people down there, so we think that unlike a Howard where he started on January 9, everybody was signing
up on that day. In the case of NASCAR we thinkthat we’re going to see that growth go throughout the year as the races go from
city to city and from different locations, so we think that NASCAR was a very good, very strong programming investment to us
that again is contributing not only toward our brand but toward our market share, and I think that on guidance, since we
announced the merger, I think the only guidance that we’re going to give is the guidance that we have given you but I can tell
you that fundamentally, my viewpoint is that nothing has changed in my outlook on how I see the Company longer term.


O


David Frear - Sirius Satellite Radio - CFO


Bob, just one more thing on the conversion rate which I should have mentioned. Unlike our competitor, we have, our auto
makers have many different go to market strategies in terms of what’s bundled in with the car, and so we’ve got Chrysler at a
year, we’ve got Ford at six m onths. We’ve got Mercedes at a year, we’ve got new guys coming on with different programs next
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year, and so it would be very difficult to give you a conversion rate that you could actually apply to something. It’s got to be
applied to the subscriptions that are coming up for renewal and in order for the statistic to be useful for you, we would actually
have to give you a forecast of what’s coming up for renewal and I just think that it kind of gets us into a level of detail that isn’t
helpful.


Robert Peck - BearSteams -Analyst


Thanks, David.


Operator


We’ll take our next question from VJ Jayant, Lehman Brothers.


Unidentified Participant--Analyst


Hi, this is (Inaudible) for VJ. A couple of q uick questions. First of alt, can you tell us what percentage oi~your subscriber base now
takes the family package and do you have any plans to change pricing on the family plan?


Mel Karmazin - Sidus Satellite Radio - CEO


I’m sorry, takes the daily package?


Unidentified Participant--Analyst


Takes the family package.


Mel Karmazin - Sirius Satellite Radio - CEO


Oh. About 16%. You mean the multi-receiver plan, right?


Unidentified Participant--Analyst


Yes.


Mel Karmazin - Sirius S~Ttellite Radio - CEO


Okay, yes, 16%.


Unidentified Participant--Analyst


And do you have any plans to change pricing on that plan?


Mel Karmazin - Sirius Satellite Radio - CEO


We have not announced any, I think my comment on pricing stands that I made at the beginning of the call.
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Unidentified Participant--Analyst


Okay, thank you.


Operator


We’ll go next to Kit Spring, Stifel Nicolaus.


Kit Spring - Sdfel Nicolaus - Analyst


Can you talk aboutwhat your conversion rates are between the higher end cars and lower end cars and kind of where you think
you need to be fora subscriber to deliver an appropriate ROI as far as subsidizing a radio and a new car? Thanks.


O


Jim Meyer - $ifius Satellite Radio - President, Sales, Operations


Well, we found honestly the statistics are a little bit of a random walk, but so I wouldn’t say there’s anything strongly correlative
about the different levels, but if you go to opposite ends of the spectrum, I thinkyou’ll find the very high priced vehicles have
stronger conversion rates than the very low priced vehicles, but other than that, directional statement, I don’t think there’s
anything, any strong really correlative trend, you’re not going to find it linear along the way. What was the second part of your
question, Kit?


Kit Spring - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst


What conversion rate do you need for it to make sense to put it in a car? Is it 30? Is it 50, 40?


Jim Meyer - Sirius Satellite Radio - President, Sales, Operations


Well, let me come at it from this perspective. We think that all of the OEM agreements we have are going to add a significant
amount of value to the business that there isn’t anything that we’re seeing in the conversion rate trends either at XM or within
our own business that would indicate anything other than the fact that OEM is going to provide a significant upside for
shareholders.


Kit Spring - Stifel Nicolaus -Analyst


And then did you give the self-paying churn number?


Jim Meyer - Sirius Satellite Radio - President, Sales, Operations


Oh, we didn’t. There’s really no change in it, Kit. It is tracking in the first quarter kind of exactly consistent with the past, and so
we’ve had a long time here with kind of self-pay churn moving into very tight range and so there really isn’t anything new to
say about that.


O


Kit Spring - Stifel Nicolaus - Analyst


Okay, thank you. Good quarter.
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Jim Meyer -Sirius Satellite Radio - President, Sales, Operations


Than k you.


Operator


We’ll go next to Eileen Furukawa, Citigroup.


Eileen Furukawa - Citigroup -Analys~


On your few royalty line it looks like it’s about 13% of revenue. Is that the same percentage of revenue you saw for this line item
in ’06 and is that where you expect it to stay around and is this all music royalty payment? And then also within your firstq uarter
results, what would you attribute, how much would you attribute to merger costs and where do these costs show up in G&A
and self-marketing and where do you thinkthey are going to go forward? And my last question is on Mercedes, in your discussions
with them aboutthe new penetration amounts, what was the real primary reason for them in your mind to increase penetration
rates so high? Was it that they were just seeing higher than they expected conversion rates or was there something else?


Mel Karmazin - Sirius Satellite Radio - CEO


Jim, why don’t you start v~ith the Mercedes?


Jim Meyer - Sirius Satellite Radio - President, Sales, Operations


So on the Mercedes conversation, I think it was pretty clear that they value the Sirius experience as part of their new car sale,
and I think it’s exactly what you said. I think their customers a re finding it part, a part of the buying experience, and so I’m really
pleased with the way the Mercedes relationship ended up and I think it’s going to be very good for us.


David Frear - Sirius Satellite Radio - CFO


On the revenue shared royalties, Eileen, it was 11% the first quarter, year ago versus the 13% in this quarter, up a little bit for
OEM mix, up a little bit for the webcast or decision where there was an increase in royalties for the streaming side of the business,
and then we’ve got accruals in there for the new agreements that get decided later this year. On merger costs, for us, they are
actually in the balance sheet that are working through the details but we think from an accounting perspective that Sirius will
be viewed as the a acquiror and therefore, we would be capitalizing merger costs that was about S5 million for the quarter.


Eileen Furukawa - Citigroup -Analyst


And so on the royalty, even after the negotiation, you think 13% of revenue is probably a good estimate of where you’re going
to be at given the accruals that you ~alked about?


David Frear -Sirius Satellite Radio - CFO


So the revenue share and royalties line which also includes residuals that are paid to retailers is all of those elements are in the
13% number for the first quarter.
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I:ileen Furukawa - Citigroup - Analyst


Do you expect it to trend like that going ~orward?


David Frear - Sirius Satellite Radio - CFO


Well, I think that as the OEM business gets to be a bigger and bigger part of the business that that’s likely to move up a little
bit.


Eileen Furukawa - Citigroup - Analyst


Okay, thanks a lot.


Operator


We’ll go next to Tom Egan, Oppenheimer.


Unidentified Participant - - Analyst


Hi, this is actually Dorothy for Tom. He wanted to know, at what retail, at retail what devices did you see, if any, stood out in
terms of sales, so in particula r, have you heard anything from retailers regarding consumer interest in the categories specifically
and if you have any new products that may be launching into Summer?


Mel Karmazin - Sirius Satellite Radio - CEO


Well, our industry leading number one and number two selling devices are clearly in the 79 to $149 range. Those are the two
leading models, so it’s certainly not the lowest priced and I think it’s fair to say I’m a little disappointed in the growth of the
wearable products. That hasn’t grown quite as fast as I would have ex~".~.~ ~d and the products at around $99 have grown a
li~le faster than what I expected, so that’s where the volume is and howthings a~e going. We don’t have any comment right
now on new products. You can clearly expect some, but just we’re not going to comment about them right now.


Unidentified Participant--Analyst


Fair enough. Thanks.


Operator


We’ll go next to David Bank, RBC Capital Markets.


David Bank - RBC Capital Markets - Analyst


Thanks good morning.Just a quick follow-up on some of the details you gave on the OEM penetration ramp. Thanks very much
for the clarity there, the kind of 10 going to 23 going to 34. Are those penetrations kind of manufacture production weighted
or what’s behind that penetration number? Can you give a little bit more clarity?
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Jim Meyer - Sirius Satellite Radio -President, Sales, Operations


Sure. At the end of the day, what those n~mbers will represent is our penetration of the vehicles thatthose manufacturers build
that are capable of accepting Satellite Radio.


David Bank - RBC Capital Markets - Anal~/st


So on a blended basis for 2007, everyone will have about a 34% penetration?


Jim Meyer - Sirius Safellite Radio - President, Soles, Operations


No. Some are much higher and some are slightly lower. Remember also we’ve just launched our Audi VW deal and we’re still
figuring out, we’re so early on that, they are just in a ramp up of penetration right now.


David Bank - RBC Capital Markets - Analyst


Ca n you give a sense of kind of Ford/Chrysler penetration for 2007 targets?


Jim Meyer - Sirius Satellite Radio - President, Sales, Operations


Well, ~ think we gave penetration for Chrysler on our last call and that was that we expect the penetration to be over 40%.


David Bank - RBC Capital Markets - Analyst


Okay.


Jim Meyer - Sirius Satellite Radio - President, Sales, Operations


And I’m very pleased with how we’re doing at Chrysler and I have to tell you, the quarter we were extremely pleased with where
we ended up with Ford. I don’t intend to give the specific number right now, and can’t without their permission.


David Bank - RBC Capital Markets - Analyst


Okay. Thanks, guys.


Operator


And this does conclude today’s question and answer session. At this time I would like to turn the call back over to Mr. Karmazin
for any additional or closing remarks.


Mel Karmazin - Sirius Satellite Radio - CEQ


We have no more remarks. Thank you all forjoining us.
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Jim Meyer - Sirius Satellite Radio -President, Sales, Operations


Bye-bye.


Operator


This does conclude today’s conference. Thank you for your pa rticipation.
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From: "Heye, Christine" </O=SIRI/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE
GROUP/CN=REC IPIENTS/CN=CHEYE>
To: "Greenstein, Scott" <sgreenstein@siriusradio.com>; "Blatter, Steve" <SBlatter@siriusradio.com>
Cc: "Clark, Jay" <JClark@siriusradio.com>; "Coleman, Jeremy" <jcoleman@siriusradio.com>; "Lee,
Martin" <MLee@siriusradio. com>
Subject: FW:
Date: 09/13/2006 23:17:04 UTC
Scott
In your meeting last Thursday you asked about #of subs who canceled because Mexicana
was dropped.


655 subs say they have dropped because Mexicana was cancelled vs. over 3x that (2,000) for
Fox News.


I estimate though both appeared to generated low, a greater proportion of Mexicana Listeners
cancelled SIRIUS because Mexicana was dropped than Fox News Listeners did because Fox
was dropped; 1% versus .2%.


% Past Week Listening EY 2005 Subscribers
(3.316,560)


Sept’05 Listener Study Est Channel Listenem
Fox     0.28 928,637
Mexicana 0.02 66,331


# who said% of
they     Listeners
cancelled who
SIRIUS cancelled
because because
channel channel
had been had been
dropped dropped


2,000 0.22%
655 0.99%


Let me know if you want to discuss..
Christine


From: Hann, Jason
Sent= Wednesday, September 13, 2006 8:52 AN
To; Mandler, Dan; Heye, Christine; Moore, Michael
Subject: RE:


To my knowledge, the only 2 channel-specific deact reason codes are Fox News and Mexicana. Fox News saw
exactly 2000 deacts in 2006 (and 20 in 2005) while Mexicana has 655 YTD deacts. Obviously the majodty of the
Fox News deacts were in January (~1500, with ~500 in Feb.) while Mexicana deacts were pretty even from March
thru June, then started to subside. See below.
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From: Mandler, Dan
Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2006 10:39 PM
To= Mann, Jason
Subject: FW:
Tmportanee; High


From= Moore, Michael
Sent: Tue 9/12/2006 9:30 PM
To= Handler, Dan
Subject: Fw:


Are you able to help out Christine with her request?


If not let me know and I will work on it.


Me


..... Original Message .....
From: Heye, Christine
To: Mandler, Dan; Moore, Michael
Sent: Tue Sep 12 18:35:14 2006
Subject: RE:


??


From: Heye, Christine
Sent: Thursday, September 07, 2006 2:17 PM
To: Mandler, Dan
Subject: FW:
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Dan


Can you please provide


Christine Heye
VP Market Research
SIRIUS Satellite Radio
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
P 212-584-5249
F 212-584-5141
C 973-868-5886


From: Moore, Michael
Sent: Thu 9/7/2006 2:05 PM
To: Heye, Christine
Subject: RE:


Christine -


We only started tracking specific channel deacts for FOX and anythign more recent -- Dan Mandler would have easier access
to the info you are requesting.


Me


From: Heye, Christine
Sent: Thu 9/7/2006 1:19 PM
To: Moore, Michael
Subject:


Michael
I need the stats (number of people and % of deacts) on deacts because a channel was dropped, e.g. The Bridge, Fox and
Mexieana.


Any questions give me a call. Thx.
Christine Heye
VP Market Research
SIRIUS Satellite Radio
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
P 212-584-5249
F 212-584-5141
C 973-868-5886
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March 21, 2001


SATELUTE TECHNOLOGY & SERVICES


Annand Musey, CFA
212-8166008


Todd Mitchell
212-816-3375


Brett Matter
212-816-0431


SUMMARY
Sirius Satellite Radio Inc. plans a full-scale commercial launch of satellhe-to-
caz radio service begizming ~ the second half of 2001.


Sirius has key distribution partnerships, no satellite risk, and minimal
technology risk having demonstrated that its in orbit system is capable of
broadcasting to mobilc ca~ receivers.
Never-the-less, Sirius will require s~gnfficant additional funding before it
reaches profitability and ~ been plagued by repeated delays of i~s Lucent-
developed chipset.
$irius~ sha~s seem to be a solid value, bm we expect them to be l~ghly
volatile until market demand proves itself. We am serdng a 12-momh price
hanger of $25.


F’~AL~
P/E (12/01E) .............................. NA
P~ 0 2/02E) ............................. HA
TEV/EEHTDA (12/0~E) ................ NA
TEV/EBI’FDA (~ 2~2E) ................ NA
Book VakJe/Stmre (12/01E’) ........ $5.70
P~ceRk)ok Value ........................ 3.2x
DN~/~I (12/01E)... NA.~4A
Revenue (12/01E) ............ $5.7 ml.
Prol. Long-Term EPS Growth ...... HA
ROE (12/01E’) ............................ NA
Long-Term Debt to C~oltal(a) ...... 72.0%
SIRI Is in the Ruese~ 2000® Index.


(a) Data as o~ most recent quartm


SHARE DATA
Price (3/21/01) ............................. $18.06
52-Week Range ...... $60.00-$15.75
Shares 0utstanding(a) .................. 42.1 rail
Co~m{tiblo ...................................... No


RECOMMENDATION
Current R~gno ................ 2S
Prior Flatin9 .................................... HA
Current Target Price ....... $;2~00
Previous Target Price ...................... NA


EARNINGS PER SHARE
Wends
12JOOA
12/01E


12/02f


12/03£


10     2Q
~ ($1.~’)A tSl.ll}X
Current ($1.18)E
Previous NA NA
Current NA NA


3Q 4Q Full Ymr
~k (S1.40)X p4.mr,,A


NA NA HA


NA NA NA


NA NA NA
First Cag Consensus EPS: 12/01E (S9.15); 12/0:2E ($7.48); 12/03E NA


COMPANY DESCRIPTION
Sirius Satelfte Radio Inc. plans a fuJI-scale coramercial launch of satellite-m-car radio
service beginning in the second half of 2001. It is one of two companies licensed to offer
such a service in tim United Shams. The company plans to offer 100 channels of
programming consisting of 50 channels of music and 50 channels of news/sports/Udk. Sirius
has launched all three of its satellites and is now completing its full system integration.
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Key partnerships should ensure distHbu~n. Sih~ ~ a~n~ ~ auto.fie
~a~, co~r el~cs ~a~ a~ m~le~. ~ ~e~ps s~d


  llout  ub        "


No smdl~e risk ~m~nin~ Sirius ~iet~ its ~e ~tellite co~ell~on ~ ~ fo~
q~er of 2~. It is ~w f~ ~stem ~t~fion, but ~s ~ p~lic~ ~ ~
system at ~ Co~r Elec~cs Show (~S).


bm~fing i~ ~ to ~bik ~r ~ios at t~ CES ~ ~ J~. mu~ ~sid~ f~
of tec~lo~ ~.


INVESTMENT RISKS
Large funding requirements remain. Even after last month’s secondary offering, we
estimate Sirius will need to raise approximately $370 million (in addition to its credit facility
of $I50 million) before reaching breakeven in 2004.


Lucent chipset delivery delayed. Until the Lucent chipset is delivered (we estimate April),
receivers will be manufacuLred using discrete components. This will add about $100 in cost
to each receiver that Sirius must shoulder in order to maintain "consumer-friendly" prices.


FORECAST
Expect strong subscriber growth and financial rewards but only after large
investments. We are forecasting Sirius to generate EEITDA losses of ($157) million in
2001, ($130) million in 2002 and ($59) million in 2003, before breaking even in early 2004.
We expect EBITDA should accelerate dramatically thereafter, growing to $777 million in
2006. Our analysis is based on subscribers growing from 150,000 at year-end 2001 to 1.1
milfion in 2002, 5.0 million in 2005 ~ 13.0 million in 2006. We assur~ Sirius will need
roughly $340 million in additional financing to achieve this, after drawing down from its
recent $150 million credit facility.


VALUATION
Our 12-month price target for shares of SIRI is $25. We arrived at this price target for
shares of SLRI based on a 20% DCF model using a i 3.5x termirmJ multiple of 2008 free cash
flows. Our analysis gives us a private market eqaity value for Sirius of $3.9 bilfion, to which
we have assigned a 18% discount for a publicly traded value of $3.2 billion, or $34.00,
assm’t~ing fully diluted shares of 92.2 million. However.. given current market conditions we
arc kaircutfing this valuation by 25% and setting a 12-month price target of $25. If the roll
out of commercial goes well and market conditions improve we still believe that $33 would
be an appropriate price level one-year from today.


Sirius’s shares seem to be a solid value, but we expect them to be highly volatile antil market
demand proves itself. Delivery of the Lucent chipset, radios and advertising rollout could be
major catalysts. Over the long-term Sirius is a clear bet on the demand for satellite radio.
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REGEN]" HF.~LiIIE$
Sirius Rai~ed $230 Million (2/23/01) Sirius successfully sold 11.5 migion shares of its
common stock a! a public offering price of $21.00 per share, realizing net proceeds of $230
million after fees. Although the $21 offering price was significantly below the previous day’s
close, we believe the bought deal makes sense in a turbulent market. With the completion of
this offering and the draw down of its $150 million credit facility (which we expect in the
coming weeks), Sirius should have sufficient funds to operate its business through mid 2002.


Sirius Radios Are Shipped to Retailers (2/20/01) Sirius ready radios by Kenwood were
shipped to retailers nationwide. They wig retail for less than $300 and will be available at
Circuit City, Good Guys, and Tweeter Home Entertainment Group this summer. Nine
Kenwood models are equipped to accept an "add-on" Sirius module via a simple connectien.
We believe it’s crucial that receivers be available in qtmnfity b~forc Sirius executes its full-
scale commexcial launch this summer. Sirius has paxtnerships with Sony Electronics,
Panasonic, V’~teon, and others to manufactur~ Sirius-ready radios.


Sirius Signs Partner~ for Customer Care Services (2119/01) Infmfium Technologies has
purchased the ClearCommerce Engine to process transactions for Sirius. The
CleaxCommerce Engine, which provides real-time credit authorization, payment and fraud
detection, will process transactions for Sirius subscn~oers. Portal software will develop the
billing platform. We believe exceptional cnstomer care could help keep subscriber churn
rates down.


Sirius Enter~ Into Agreement with Sony (2/5/01) Sirius announced an agre~nent with
Sony Electronics that allows Sony to develop car, home and portable satellite radios capable
of receiving Sirius" satellite broadcasts. We believe the Sony agreement should help Sirius in
ils OEM effort. More importantly, this agreement signals Sirius’ intention to address the
home market. Despite this, we continue Io believe the automotive market is more attractive
than the home manket as there are very. few "pipes" to the ear. Eventually, we believe
satellite radio providers will leverage their platform to generate additional revenues from l-
commerce and interactive aaN’ertising.


DITIONAL INFORMATION AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
Salomon Smith Barney ~’SSB’), IncJuding it~ parent, sub~,idiaries and/or affiliates ("the Finn"). usually makes a rrmrket in the U.S.4raded
over the counter securities recommended in thi~ report and may sell to or buy fmrn customers, as principal, securities recommended In this
repofl. The Firm or emldayees preparing th~ report may have a position in securities or options of any company recommended in this
report. An eml~oyee of the Rrm may be a director of a company recommended in tl31s repo~t. The Rrm may pedonn or eortclt invem’~ent
banking or outer services from any company recommended in this reporL
SecuntP.t recommendeO, offered, or solO by SSB. 0) are not ~s~ed by t~ Federal Depose InstJa~ce Corperat~on, 0i) are not depos~ or o4her oL~=ga0ons of
any insured c~epos~tory =nst=tut=on 0nc~udng C~hbank). and (m) are sut>ject to ~nvestrnent nsks, induOng tJ3e poss*ble loss of ~ pnnopal amount mvestecJ.
Althoug~ |ntormabon has been obtained from and IS based upon sourcas SSB belteves to be relmDle, we do not guarantee == accuracy and d may be
tncomp~ete or condensed All o~r~cns and estimates constitute SSBS juOgment as of the ~3ate of the report and are subject to chenge
report is for informatmr~J purposes onty and ts not mtendeci as an offer or soJ~c~tatton for the purchase or sale of a .saoJnty Investing :n nOn-U S sec,J1Uas.
tricking ADR~,, by U S pe~ons may entail cer’~n risks Investors who have rec~ved th~s repod may i:~ proh=t:HeO tn ce~am U S states from pu~che$tng
sec~r~as ment~oneO m it-tin report from SSB. Rease ask your ftnanoal consultant fer aoottlonal Oetmis Ties report has Deen appKwed for distnl:xmo~ tn the
United KJngdom by Salornon Brothers International ~m~ed, wh=cn m regulated by the Secuntms and FutLras Authonty The ,nveslmen~ and services
contained hereto are r~x available to prw’ete customers =n the UK Thin repo~l was prepareO by SSB and, d ~stnbt./ed =n .Ja~n by Ntkko Salornon
Barney Lw, ted. is being so distntx.q~ under I~cense Th~ report =s made ava~al3le =n Auatralta throogt~ .Salornon Srrd~ Barney Australia See.Jinxes Pry Lk:J
(ACN 003 114 83:2), a L~censed Secunbas Dealer, and tn New Zealar’,d through Salon~on Smdh Barney New Zealand Ltmded, a men’t~r firm o~ the New
Zealand Stock Exchange Th=s repeal does not take =rite acco~t ~e investment object~vas or financml s~tuabo~ of any parttcular person Investors at~JId
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From: "Leeds, Steve" </O=SIRI/OU=F1RST ADMINISTRATIVE
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN--SLEEDS>
To: "Blatter, Steve" <SBlatter@siriusradio.com>
Subject: Where we stand ......
Date: 04/09/2006 00:29:29 UTC
I noticed you were surprised when I described some of the label’s attitude toward satellite radio---
SIRIUS in particular.
Given the horrible state of things at almost all the labels; its hard for them to focus on anything other
than what they know and to keep their job. The traditional tried and true avenues of
exposure...television, cable, print, retail exposure and websites provide a comfort level that most veteran
label marketers can relate to.. AOL has spent several years building their music franchise and their reach
and global nature have made them an addition to artist launches.( I pioneered the first urban and
latin artists with Nelly and Paulina Rubio) The more adventuresome souls or I rather call ’em
enlightened seem to come from the indic and/or urban sector. Given the reduced marketing/promo
budgets; most labels attempt to analyze or "research" how and where to spend their money and
place manpower. Artist availability and willingness to work forces a need for setting priorities Since we
don’t fit into a established box--its difficult to quantify in their world exactly what our impact is.
SWR is the first baby step.
Right now we are offered the more newer baby acts. Eventually we get the "A" level acts as we
continue to wear down the excuses. The goal is for SIRIUS to become "top of mind" at not just some of
the labels ; but everywhere! As our subscriber base grows this will happen.
XM has key outside relationships that they pay for which provides them with a continuous flow of live
concerts. I believe we beat them everyfime when it comes to the major acts .....Stones, Gilmour, Nelly,
Spfingsteen etc. Our relationships are stronger.
To help eliminate some of the label excuses and clearly show our strength as a marketing partner; we
need to provide basic, broad overview data that quantifies our reach and potential impact. (I realize that
some of this info may be difficult to provide currently)


¯ Ranking in order of our most listened to music channels (top 10?)
¯ Interactivity-requests ..how we gauge listener feedback-perhaps a request chart?
¯ Extrapolation of audience numbers. Age and gender
¯ Geographic hotspots where we have concentrated listeners
¯ A question that is frequently asked is: if we have the technology, like cable, to


address subscriber’s radios--why don’t we use that technology to learn more
about our subscribers musical preferences? (why is that not part of our business
plan?)


The above data, if provided in a simple one page bullet form document, will help resolve concerns at
those labels who want to know more about our audience. The other area we need to focus in on is how
we can get full fledged reporting status @ R&R. While it seems almost foolish--much of the music
industry does still look at those charts. When our ability to spins songs impacts those charts (like it does
@ BDS); the senior promo execs will be forced into treating SIRIUS on a level playing field. The goal
here is to accelerate the timetable.


Ultimately we will succeed
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From: "Heye, Christine" </O=SIRUOU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE
GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHEYE>
To: "Clark, Jay" <JClark@siriusradio.com>; "Blatter, Steve" <SBlatter@siriusradio.com>; "Coleman,
Jeremy" <jcoleman@siriusradio.com>; "Cohen, Steve" <scohen@siriusradio.com>; "Benrubi, Sam"
<SBenrubi@siriusradio.com>; "Sabo, Walter" <wsabo@siriusradio.com>
Cc: "Greenstein, Scott" <sgreenstein@siriusradio.com>; "Karmazin, Mel"
<MKarmazin@siriusradio.com>; "Rizzo, Elizabeth" <EPdzzo@siriusradio.com>
Subject: 2005 Listener Study Corrected Data and Research Conclusions
Date: 01/13/2006 00:42:10 UTC
Attached are:


¯ PowerPoint Report reflecting Weighted data
¯ Market Research Remarks and Conclusions (also noted below)
¯ 2 Overall Scatter Plots; 1 for Music and 1 for Non-Music
¯ 5 Scatter Plots by Age for Music Channels; 18-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-54 and 55+
¯ 5 Scatter Plots by Age for News/Talk/Sports Channels; 18-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-54 and 55+
¯ December 21 email which explained the need for the restatement of data


Based on this data Market Research makes the following remarks and conclusions:
1. Statistical analysis indicates most of the measures in this study’are highly correlated with Past Week


Ustening, meaning they measure variants on appeal. That is, top ranked channels on one measure are likely
to be top ranked channels on the other measures. This suggests that in future Listener Studies we can
eliminate several of these measures to allow for exploration of other areas of interest.


However, through regression analysis we determined the measure "If this channel were no longer available
on SIRIUS I would cancel my subscription"was the most differentiating attitudinal measure across channels.
Therefore to cut to the chase on data analysis we focus on Past Week Listening as a measure of breadth of
appeal and Cancel if Gone as a measure of passion. The attached Overall Scatter Plots, one each for Music
and News/Talk/Sports channels, depict these two dimensions simultaneously.


The SIRIUS Listener skews Male 25-54 (51%), particularly strong among 24-44 (33%), versus the
population; indexes of 153 and 138, respectively. Given this demo skew it is not surprising that the content
with the broadest appeal and high commitment is Sports (Play.by-Play, SIRIUS NFL Radio, and ESPN),
Comedy (Raw Dog and Cracked Up), News (FOX News and CNN) and Music spanning Rock and Pop from
the 60’s to today (Big 80’s, Air Nation, Octane, Classic Vinyl, Classic Rewind, Hair Nation, Totally 70"s,
SIRIUS Hits 1, The Pulse and New Country.)


Several smaller or niche channels stand out as having e high proportion of committed Past Week listeners;
OutQ, EWTN, the non-commercial public news BBC, NPR and PRI, as well as SIRIUS Left, Right and
Patriot. On the music side this is true for Spirit, Praise, Blues, Jam_On, The Beat, Hard Attack, Pure
Jazz, Faction and Outlaw Country. This can be seen by looking at this relationship as seen on pages 32-36
in the PowerPoint deck.


As stated in our meetings in November, channels that have a relatively low percent of Past Week Listeners
that would Cancel if Gone are worth looking at their role as part of an assessment of whether to enhance
these channels or use the bandwidth for other channel concepts. These include more broadly listened to
channels as well as niche channels; Starlite, The Bridge, Preview, E! as well as Martha and LIME with
predominantly female appeal. Other channels to look at because among the total sample 2% or fewer would
cancel their subscription to SIRIUS if these channels were dropped are Classical Voices, Slow Jamz, Wax,
Folktown, Kids Stuff, Heart & Soul, Soul Revue, Underground Garage, The Strobe and BoomBox, as
well as Bloombergo courtTV and Discovery.


That being said we know that content appeal is driven by age and gender. Music tastes in particular largely
reflect popular styles at the time one comes of age. The attached scatter plots by age clearly show the
distinct preferences by -10 year age bands. Clearly channels that on overall basis are mentioned in point 5
are in fact strong with a particular age segment. As a broadly appealing media clearly this balance is one to
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be managed.
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The large sample size of this study provides the ability to examine each channel and take the voice of the
customer into consideration. For example, verbatim responses among Past Week Listeners of Heart & Soul
(6%) who love the channel (55% Top 3 rating on 10 point scale) speak of this being the kind of music they
like, specifically they mention the variety and mix of older and newer music (18%) and that the smooth,
mellow, relaxing mood (8%) is enjoyed. While Heart & Soul listeners who are not as happy (43% Mid-range
and 1% Bottom 3 rating) suggest more variety in the songs and artists (8%) and older (9%) or newer music.
(5%).
4% of respondents to the Listener Study identified themselves as Hispanic, significantly below the
population; Hispanics represent 13% of Total and 8% of Adult 18+ U.S. population. 4% is in the range seen
in the Customer Satisfaction studies and the DTC subscriber database segmentation. A Spanish language
questionnaire option may capture some missed Hispanics, however based on the 1% Jan-Oct ’05 contact
rate reported by Customer Care the impact is negligible and would not materially change overall results. Of
course if we are diagnosing one of the Spanish language channels or assessing the needs of the Hispanic
population we would offer the option to take the survey in Spanish.


Regardless, Hispanics listen to SIRIUS channels in similar proportion to non-Hispanics. And while Latin &
International Music and News channels are listened to by a small minority overall they do get more attention
from Hispanic subscdbers:


Total
Sample Hispanic


Unweighted Sample 25,191 961
Weighted Sample 25,189 1,023


% %
Music
Universo Latino 2.1 23.0
Tropical 4,7 20.5
Mexicano 1,7 16.1
News/Talk
BBC Mundo 0.5 3.9
Hispanic Talk 0.3 4.7
EWTN Radio Catolica
Mundial 0.1 0.7


As always, if there is any aspect of this write up or the attached documents you would like to discuss let me know.


Christine Heye
VP Market Research
SIRIUS Satellite Radio
!221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
P 212-584-5249
F 212-584-5141
C 973-868-5886
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Sirius FM-5 and Future
Satellite Status


22 September 2006


9/22/2006 9:53:59 AM


RESTRICTED - Subject to Protective Order in
Docket No. 2006-1 CRB DSTRA SIR00025156
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FM-5 Schedule


¯ FM-5 is on target for delivery on 30 Sept. 2008
- Most subcontractor initial reviews are completed with


positive results
- There are 64 days of margin in the schedule
- Schedule critical path is delivery of-I-WTA’s


¯ SS/L is working with TESAT to compress the delivery
schedule and increase the schedule margin to 107 days


¯ Space Systems/Loral (SS/L) reviews
- Technical reviews every week
- Detailed schedule reviews bi-weekly


9/22/2006 9:53:59 AM
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Future Satellite Study
¯ Sirius FM-617 Internal Requirements were defined in August


¯ SS/L was given leeway to design satellites to our overall needs.


¯ Satellites are virtually identical to FM-5, except for need to fly in high
inclination and eccentricity orbits (HIEO) similar to FM-1, 2 and 3.


¯ Most aspects of satellite performance very achievable
¯ Mission life and maneuver performance very challenging


¯ Two solutions being evaluated


¯ 9 Meter antenna and plasma thrusters will have difficulty meeting mission and
operational constraints


¯ 5 to 6M antenna and legacy bi-propellant thrusters are also being considered, but have
a 1.3dB performance reduction


¯ 32 month delivery schedules (36 months to beneficial use)


9/22/2006 9:53:59 AM
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From: "Ryan Mary Pat" </O=SIRUOU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE
GROUP/CN=RECI:PIENTS/CN=MRYAN>
To: "Karmazin Mel" <MKarmazin@siriusradio.com>
Cc: "Meyer Jim" <JMeyer@siriusradio.com>; "Greenstein Scott" <sgreenstein@siriusradio.com>;
"Wilsterman Doug" <DWilsterman@siriusradio.com>
Subject: P.E: DCC meetiiag
Date: 12/08/2004 16:44:00 UTC


Let me give you a couple of data points that guide my POV on the answer to this fairly weighty question. I am
doing this without pulling out the actual research documents, but from memory, and my best instincts. I will
ensure next week when you meet with Research and Sports Marketing that you are given a more thorough
presentation of our learning.


So, to a few data points;


Recent quantitative research against subscribers activated in August through September found that 13% of new
subscribers state the NFL as the primary reason for "choosing SIRIUS" (NOTE, that is not the same as the
primary reason for moving to Satellite Radio from Terrestrial) The primary focus of about 90% of cur marketing
was the NFL. It was used in television in creative, as primary message and with B.rady/Madden appearing in the
spots, our largest media spend was on NFL Monday night football, and our lead product at retail was the
"Sportster" packaged with the NFL logo all over it.)


In quantitative research against people exiting Best Buy stores this fall, the primary reason for considering and
buying satellite radio are "variety of music channels, commercial free music, and receiver features". These are
important for both brands. However, for those choosing SIRIUS over XM, "sports channel selection", and NFL
are drivers, as is NPR.


Our retail market share from August to Ocotber, according to NPD, moved form 41% to 47%., during our big
NFL push.


Conversely, a few other data points.


In the RadioShack campaign, two versions of the spots were executed. One with Bradshaw/Long talking about
the music offering, and one where they talk about getting there favorite games. The former had greater appeal,
quantitatively, among consumers, even NFL Fans. (let me check that last statement with Christine, but that is my
recollection)


In FOCUS groups (qualitatively), NFL fans responded better to the total SIRIUS offering, then a primary message
of the NFL. That is to say, they spoke of the NFL as "good to have" but not the most important factor for moving
to satellite radio.


In the direct marketing to NFL fans, and team lists malings that we did in August and September, consumer
behavior proved that the NFL message alone could not get them to buy immediately ...but it did seem to ddve
them into retail to check us out, consider us, and as I stated earlier, 13% of activations in this time period say i,t
was a pdmary reason for buying.


One final, less pertinent fact: For DIRECTV, my recollections is that 30% of their base state the NFL as a reason
for going to DIRECTV. And about 14% actually subscribe to Sunday Ticket.


Overall, these numbers, while suggest a good trend, suggest to me that the NFL, against the main population, is
not the primary driver of demand for satellite radio and for SIRIUS, but when head to head vs. XM it works to
establish us as a preferred brand, and overcome any disadvantage we may have at retail, i.e. subscriptiqn price
or product features. And it certainly gave us great credibility with all our OEM and retail partners, and overall adds
to the a growing perception of SIRIUS as the one who has better content.
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In general marketing, I believe that it is a point of differentiation, but should not the be the primary message we
use to drive subscriptions. A leader in sports ,is an important component of our message, but should not be the
primary one. It SHOULD however continue to be aggressively used at the retail level to ensure SIRIUS market
share grows there. And on our website, as people are doing their comparison shopping.


I will follow up with both Christine and Tola to provide you with more detail.


.... Origina~ Hessage---From; Karmazin He}


Sent: Wednesday, December 08, 2004 9:38 AH


To.’ Ryan HaW Pat; Wilsterman Doug


Co: Heyer .~im; Greenstein Scott


Subject: RE: DCC meeting


What info if any do we have on the impact of having and promoting NFL for adding subs.?


From: Ryan Mary Pat
Sent: Wednesday, December 08, 2004 9:19 AM
To: Wilsterman Doug
Cc: KafTnazin Mel; Meyer Jim; Greenstein Scott
Subject: DCC meeting


Thanks for the update last night on your meeting with Jeff and Julie.


A couple of things I think we need to do as soon as we can:


Firstly, regarding their cars in our ads: I think you know we always put their cars as our preferred vehicle.
This past year, in the 3 spots we did, we used Jeep in our Commercial free spot, Ford Mustang in our NFL
spot, and for the Santa spot_well, I guess I didn’t brand that sleigh!!


In the Jeep spot, we did not do any identifiable "beauty shots" of the car: We were being sensitive to
DCC’s concern that they were reluctant to have blatant Jeep branding, since we were showing aftermarket
plug and play product and their factory install option is much sleeker looking.


RE the NFL spot, this will continue to be a challenge due to NFL’s agreement with Cadillac. NFL
attempted to require us to use a Cadillac in the ad...we were able to get them to agree to the use of the
Ford Mustang, only because FORD is a sponsor of the Patdots and we were using Tom Brady. Despite
that agreement, I still had to remove the F-O-R-D" from the front of the car....far from ideal. However, as
you know, the "official car sponsorship" for the NFL is coming due. We discussed this with BBDO, DCC’s
agency, but now may be a good time to bring this opportunity to Jeff and Julie.


i/


Moving forward, we will continue make every effort to use DCC cars, as we have in the past. And with the
launch of so many DCC programs this coming year, you know I hope to be more aggressive in all our
marketing about the availability of SIRIUS from DCC


~ believe strongly that our biggest opportunity is on the interactive front, and getting in front of consumers
right as they are in the car purchase process.


We know upwards of 70% of car buyers go online before they purchase a car. Organic(our interactive
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agency, as well as DCC’s) is already working on several programs we’d like to present to DCC, a~er
you’ve had a chance to review. This is in addition to the Cars Direct program you are evaluating.


Additionally, as you know, I met with the DCC Organic Detroit team in the fall. They are excited about
incorporating SIRIUS more aggressivelyp into their site and lead process (I made a case for the power of
the personalization of our service, and potential use of our media player), but wanted to get through their
year-end redesign before we began work. That is upon us now, so I anticipate that in early January, post
Auto Show, we can get our respective teams working toward full integration in the car purchase lead
management programs they do, in time for the spring models to appear on the dealer floors.


So, a few immediate next steps:


Take you through our ideas on the interactive front, with hopes of getting them to DCC in Jan..


Talk to Jeff/Julie re the NFL car sponsorship opportunity


Start programs for DCC website and lead management for the spring launches, via Organic SIRIUS/DCC
integration.


Continue our meetings with BBDO, so they keep us top of mind in the spots they do for DCC


Doug, this is great that DCC is now "requesting" their incorporation in all we do! Thanks for making this
happen.


Mary F~at Ryan
Executive Vice President, Marketing
Sirius Satellite Radio
p: 212-901-6480
f: 212-584-5141
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Purpose
Provide fast-turnaround assessment of impact of FOX on customer retention and prospect acquisition
relative to other news and non-news SIRIUS "staples" to inform contract negotiations
Services evaluated:


¯ FOX News Channel - 24/7 broadcast of the FOX TV news
¯ CNN - 24/7 broadcast of the CNN TV news
¯ NPR, National Public Radio
¯ CNBC - broadcast of CNBC T~ news
¯ Complete NFLgames coverage and talk
¯ ESPN Radio - sports news and talk all day
¯ 65 music channels of all types of music commercial-free


Sample & Method
347 SIRIUS customers evaluated FOX, NFL, CNN, NPR, CNBC, and Music. 101 evaiuated ESPN. ~


¯ Random phone interviews of SIRIUS customers (sub list activations through 6/30/05).
¯ 72% of respondents are male (vs. 81% of CSAT respondents).


106 non-satellite radio customers who are aware of and interested in getting satellite radio
evaluated FOX, NFL, CNN, NPR, CNBC, and Music. 86 evaluated ESPN.


¯ Random dialing of general population >18. .-
¯ 65% of respondents are male.


With 9% of the population interested in getting satellite radio it was only feasible to complete
106 prospect interviews within timeframe, rather than the goal of 300.


Field Period
August 5 - August 10, 2005 (ESPN added August 8)


CONFIDENTIAL - Internal SIRIUS use only.
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All data is subject to a margin of error based on sample size:


Subscribers:
¯ + 5.3 percentage points with statistical confidence level of 95% for FOX, NFL, CNN,.


NPR, CNBC, and Music
¯ ± 9.8 percentage points with statistical confidence level of 95% for ESPN


Prospects:
¯ ± 9.5 percentage points with statistical confidence level of 95% for FOX, NFL, CNN,


NPR, CNBC, and Music
¯ ± 10.6 percentage points with statistical confidence level of 95% for ESPN
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SIRIUS Subscribers
For the majority of SIRIUS current subscribers FOX is not a make or break property; for 91% dropping
FOX would not effect their likelihood to continue their SIRIUS service. The loss of NFL, ESPN or the 65
commercial-free music channels would have broader negative impact.


However, conversely there is a contingent for who FOX is an important factor. 7% are willing to pay an
additional $2/month for FOX and 8% would cancel their subscription if FOX were no Ionge~ available onSIRIUS. This is on par with CNN, CNBC - the other TV news audio feeds.


Additionally, we know frbm Customer Satisfaction that consistently about 1/3 of subscribers listen to FOX
on SIRIUS and consistently it is in the Top 5. FOX is also consistently in the Top 5 o.n. % Very Satisfied
ratings.


Satellite Radio Prospects
Prospects claim greater awareness and importance of in the 65 commercial-free music channels than
any one news or sports channels tested. The importance of FOX, CNN and CNBC to SIRIUS among
Prospects is statistically equal.


The contingent for who FOX is important is greater among Prospects than among Subscribers; 22% say
they are willing to pay $2/month for FOX and 27% would be less likely to subscribe to SIRIUS without
FOX.


Note                                                                                                           : :
The absolute proportion who would pay for FOX, of SIRIUS subs who would churn if FOX were no longer
available and the loss in opportunity share among Prospects is unknowable. Consumer actions will be
dependent on the how any possible change is managed ; press, positioning, replacement content and
competitive response.
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AWARENESS OF SERVICES ON SIRIUS
"To your knowledge, which of the following services are available on
SIRIUS?"


93 Aware


82


72    72 70


ESPN FOX CNN NFL CNBC NPR


LIKELIHOOD TO PAY $2 MORE FOR SERVICES


"How likely would you be to pay $2 in addition to the basic monthly
charge in order to receive this service using a 5 point scale where
’5’ is highly likely and ’1’ is not at all likely"


[] % Likelyto Pay an
additional $2 for.
(4,5)


12 10 10 7 6 5


ACTION IF SERVICES WERE
REMOVED


"If [service] were no longer available on
SIRIUS, which of the following best
describes what you would do? (choose
one)"


1420
-- 148


18 27


54 46
65


Ne~s


22 117


67       73 66


[] % Cancelsubscfiption .


[] ~ Listento AM/FM or oilllne


% Ustenlo ancther $1R1U8
channel


m.% Nothing. would not affect
me at all


Music
Ch=nnels


NFL ESPN FOX CNN CNBC NPR
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AWARENESS OF SERVICES ON SIRIUS
"To your knowledge, which of the following services are available on
SIRIUS?"


75 m % Aware


53     53 51


.--].
FOX CNN ESPN CNBC NFL NPR


IMPORTANCE OF SERVICES ON SIRIUS
"on a 5 point scale where ’5’ is extremely important and ’1’ is not at
all important, how important to you is ~t that SIRIUS have [service]?"


[] % important (4,5)


ACTION IF SERVICES
WERE REMOVED


"If [FOX plus any service with
4,5 importance] were no
longer available on SIRIUS,
would you be less likely to
subscribe or would it not
affect your decision?"


8O


Music Channels
(n=82)


__ [] % Less likely
to subscribe


[] % Would not
affect
deClSlOfl


71
[3 % Don’t know


~ ,
FOX (n=106)


LIKELIHOOD TO PAY $2 MORE FOR SERVICES
"How likely would you beto subscribe to SIRIUS if the price was $12.95 for the
basic service that includes over a hundred music, news, spor~s~ and
entertainment channels, plus an additional $2 per month to receive [FOX plus
any channel wth 4,5 importance]?"


5O


MUSIC Channels (n=82)


% Likelyto subscrib$
(4,5)


FOX In=106)
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$250 million Senior Notes
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Any statements that express, or involve discussions as to,
expectations, beliefs, plans, objectives, assumptions, future event~ or
performance with respect to SIRIUS Satellite Radio Inc. are not .~
historical facts and may be forward-looking and, accordingly, such
statements involve estimates, assumptions and uncertainties whic.h "
could cause actual results to differ material/y from those expressed in
any forward-looking statements.                    -.
Accordingly, any such statements are qualified in th.e~r entirety
reference to the factors discussed in our Annual Report on Form
IO-K for the year ended December 31, 2004 filed with the Securities
and Exchange Commission. Among the key factors that have a-direct
bearing on our results of operations are: our dependence upon third
parties to manufacture, distribute, market and sell SIRIUS radiosand:
components for those radios; our competitive position and any events
which affect the useful fife of our satellites.                  " -


THANK YOU ALL FOR LISTENING.


BEFORE WE ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS, I WOULD LIKE TO
INTRODUCE OUR NEW CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER - MEL
KARMAZIN - WHO IS IN THE AUDIENCE TODAY.
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Offering-Summary


Amount:


Issue:


Maturity:


Equity Clawbaclc


Covenants:


Use of Proceeds:


Distribution:


R~Un~s:


SIRIUS Satel|lte Radio Inc.


$250 million


Senior Notes


10 years, non-caltab[e for five years


Up to 40~ in the first three years : :


High yield covenant package


Fund ongoing working capitat purposes and to take out existJr~ Ser~.~..r
Secured Notes


144A with Registration R~hts                    . "


TBD
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Transaction Overview


$250mm Senior Notes $250.0 Fees, expenses and general . $186.9
corporate purposes
Retire existing Senior Notes, 63.t
including premiums


Total Soun:e~ $250.0 Total U~es .. $250.O


New $250mm
Senior Notes
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Industry and Company Overview
Mel Karmazin      ~.


SIRIUS Satellite Radio
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Investment Highlights


High growth industry with significant barriers to entry


Broad OEM and retail distribution


Superior audio content offering


Dual revenue streams


Improving operating metrics


Fully funded business plan                   -.~ --


Management team with extensive entertainment and-
consumer electronics experience          -- - " .: :


6".
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Significant Market Opportunity


THE POTENTIAL FOR SATELLITE RADIO IS HUGE.


THERE ARE OVER 200 MILLION CARS AND LIGHTWEIGHT


TRUCKS ON THE ROAD TODAY, AND A BUILT-IN GROWTH


RATE OF 16 TO 17 MILLION NEW VEHICLES EACH YEAR.


ADD TO THIS THREE MILLION HEAVY TRUCKS, THREE


MILLION RVs, FOUR MILLION BOATS - BIG BOATS, OVER


22 FEET LONG, I’M NOT COUNTING CANOES - PLUS 100


MILLION U.S. HOUSEHOLDS, SHOPPING MALLS, OFFICE


BUILDINGS, RESTAURANTS, AND RETAIL STOREFRONTS,


AND WE BELIEVE THAT THE ADDRESSABLE MARKET FOR


SATELLITE RADIO IS 300 TO 350 MILLION POTENTIAL


SUBSCRIBERS.


THAT’S THREE-AND-A-HALF TIMES THE SIZE OF THE


MARKET TODAY FOR CABLE TV OR SATELLITE TELEVISION.


AND, JUST LIKE THOSE INDUSTRIES, WE BELIEVE THAT


CONSUMERS WILL PAY FOR THE VARIETY, SELECTION,


AND CHOICE OF ENTERTAINMENT OPTIONS THAT


SATELLITE RADIO OFFERS.
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Positioned for Explosive Long-term
Growth


Significant addressable
market of over 300
million subscriptions


Extraordinary customer
satisfaction of 95%1


Category awareness
over 70%


Year End 2004
Market Penetration2


89%
100°/o"                i:"-


75%"


* 94% of adult population already listens to-radio:
* Duopoly market with high barriers to entry ---.


(2) SatelIRe radio as a percent of cars (200 million) and Pay TV as a percent of TV households (109 rnfflk;n)-


Lowest churn among consumer subscription services
Sirius subscriber report 96% satisfaction


88% are likely to recommend Sirius to a friend
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Strong OEM Partnerships


* Approx~ma[ely 40% of North
Amen~can annual new car sales


~" O ~o~.~o


Approximately 21% of North
American annual new car sales


* Chrysler: over 500,000
subscribers by .~une 2006


* Ford: up to 1 mlllfon .
subscribers by June2007


* Exclusive OEH partr~ers
include a SIRIUS radio -
and subscription listed as :-
a single price point on the-.
price sticker of: a caP-


ALSO, OVER 30 MODELS OF HERTZ RENTAL CARS IN 53 MAJOR
LOCATIONS NOW OFFER SIRIUS. PLUS, WE HAVE AN EXCLUSIVE
PARTNERSHIP WITH THE PENSKE AUTO GROUP AND UNITED AUTO
GROUP, ALSO A PENSKE COMPANY. THESE ARE AMONG THE
COUNTRY’S LARGEST CAR DEALERSHIPS.
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Rapidly Increasing OEM Traction
Models Vehicle Production


¯ Models w~th Factory Programs ¯ Models w~th Dealer Option (in mlllkms)


20


CY’05 "’ - .-- --CY ’03 CY ’04 . . -
" . r ~, ; "-


LAST YEAR, SIRIUS WAS AVAILABLE IN APPROXIMATELY 50 CAR MODELS
ACROSS OUR_AUTOMOTIVE PARTNERS. _IN 2004, WE EXPECT TO BE
AVAILABLE IN OVER EIGHTY PROGRAMS, REPRESENTING OVER FIVE
MILLION VEHICLES. MORE THAN FIFTY OF THESE MODELS ARE
EXPECTED TO BE FACTORY PROGRAMS, COVERING APPROXIMATELY
THREE MILLION VEHICLES. AND THE REMAINING 30 MODELS WILL HAVE
SIRIUS AVAILABLE AS A DEALER OPTION.
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Outstanding Retail Channel Performance
* Retail market share


approached 50% in 4Q
2004


* Exclusive relationship
with-RadioShack (over
7,000 stores)


THE STRENGTH OF OUR RETAIL POSITION IS DUE TO THE
GROWING LIST OF PARTNERS.
SIRIUS NOW HAS THE MOST EXTENSIVE DISTRIBUTION
NETWORK IN SATELLITE RADIO.
OUR COMMERCIAL-FREE MUSIC IS AVAILABLE TO TEN
MILLION DISH NETWORK SUBSCRIBERS NATIONWIDE,
PLUS SIRIUS IS ALSO SOLD THROUGH ECHOSTAR’S
EXTENSIVE DEALER NETWORK.
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Satellite Radio Content Leader


Premier Sports * Leader in Branded
Content ~


Music and Talk


NOW, EVEN THOUGH SIRIUS STARTED OUT SECOND TO MARKET,
ABOUT ONE YEAR BEHIND OUR COMPETITOR, WE HAVE BEEN FIRST
IN MANY AREAS.
WE WERE THE FIRST TO SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCH OUR THREE"
SATELLITE CONSTELLATION.


WE WERE_THE FIRST TO OFFER COMMERCIAL-FREE MUSIC.


WE WERE FIRST TO OFFER INTERNET STREAMING OF OUR MUSIC
CHANNELS "FREE OF CHARGE" TO SUBSCRIBERS.
AND WE WERE FIRST TO PROVIDE OUR MUSIC CHANNELS OVER
DIGITAL SATELLITE TV.


AND BY ALL MEASUREMENTS, TODAY WE ARE THE CONTENT LEADER
IN SATELLITE RADIO.!


WE LEAD THE CATEGORY IN SPORTS WITH "PLAY-BY-PLAY"
COVERAGE OF MAJOR SPORTS EVENTS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY.


AND WE HAVE THE MOST ORIGINAL, BRANDED, MUSIC AND TALK
PROGRAMMING WITH OUR MAXIM CHANNEL, THE WISEGUYS SHOW,
TONY HAWK, LANCE ARMSTRONG, AND EMINEM’S "SHADE 45" HIP-
HOP CHANNEL, JUST TO NAME A FEW.
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65 Channels of Commercial Free Music


Electronic S Latin 6 Jazz


BUT, DESPITE ALL OF THESE "FIRSTS," WE ARE MOST
PROUD OF OUR LEAD IN "PREMIUM" PROGRAMMING.
OUR 65 CHANNELS OF 100 PERCENT COMMERCIAL-FREE
MUSIC OFFER SELECTIONS THAT COVER JUST ABOUT ANY
TASTE, FROM ROCK TO CLASSICAL OR HIP-HOP TO
BLUEGRASS - MY PERSONAL FAVORITE!


I’M FROM THE GREAT STATE OF KENTUCKY, AND I CAN’T
LISTEN TO BLUEGRASS BACK HOME OVER REGULAR
RADIO, MUCH LESS HERE IN NEW YORK CITY. THAT
IS...UNLESS I HAVE SIRIUS SATELLITE RADIO!
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55+ Channels of Sports, News & Talk
The Satellite Radio Spor~s Leader


Plus the Best in News, Talk, Entertainme. nt &.Info     ~. "


/ " "~ .~ ~ ~-_~l. _..


.-..-- . . ~. .- .....,-~--


:" "A~ of 1/1/2007
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SIRIUS and the NFL
~


* Official Satellite Radio Partner
of the NFL


* Exclusive national broadcast of home and away
feeds for every NFL game
- No comparable offering on radio or TV


* New "SZRZUS NFL Radio"
- 24 hrs / 7 days per week / 36S days per year


.loint marketing activities with NFL teams


ANOTHER KEY PARTNER FOR SIRIUS IS THE NFL


AS I MENTIONED EARLIER, WE ARE THE OFFICIAL SATELLITE RADIO
PARTNER OF THE NFL, AND WE BROADCAST ALL NFL GAMES OVER OUR
SATELLITE NETWORK. IN FACT, WE BROADCAST THE HOME AND AWAY
FEEDS, SO A PACKERS" FAN IN FLORIDA OR A COLTS" FAN IN NEW YORK
CAN LISTEN TO THEIR HOME TEAM’S BROADCAST BY THEIR "LOCAL"
ANNOUNCERS.
THE NFL ESTIMATES THAT THERE ARE OVER 36 MILLION DISPLACED NFL
FANS NATIONWIDE. SO, SIRIUS IS A GREAT ALTERNATIVE TO MISSING
YOUR FAVORITE TEAM’S GAME.


OUR AGREEMENT WITH THE NFL IS FOR SEVEN YEARS, THE LONGEST
BROADCAST CONTRACT THAT THEY HAVE EVER SIGNED, AND WE HAVE
THE RIGHTS TO USE THE NFL SHIELD LOGO AND TEAM TRADEMARKS.


AS PART OF OUR AGREEMENT, WE HAVE CREATED THE "NFL SATELLITE
RADIO NETWORK," WITH COMMENTATORS LIKE JOHN MADDEN, DAN
REEVES, CARL BANKS, AND SHANNON SHARPE.
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Howard Stern!


* Coming to SIRIUS January 1, 2006
- ~_iH not be heard anywhere else


on radio


Most listened to radio host
among males 18 to 49


12+ Million avid fans
First time Stern will be available nationwide- - -
- Currently heard in only 40 markets - ~


(52% of population) . --


AND, IN 2006, SIRIUS WILL BE THE ONLY PLACE TO LISTEN TO NATIONAL RADIO
PERSONALITY AND ENTERTAINER - HOWARD STERN.


WHETHER YOU LOVE HIM OR HATE HIM, HOWARD IS THE MOST LISTENED TO RADIO


HOST AMONG 18-49 YEAR OLD MALES ACROSS THE COUNTRY, AND THIS IS EXACTLY


OUR TARGET DEMOGRAPHIC.


ACCORDINGTO ODYSSEY RESEARCH, HE HAS MORE THAN 12 MILLION AVID FANS, AND
APPROXIMATELY THIRTY PERCENT OF THOSE FANS SURVEYED BY ODYSSEY INDICATED


THAT THEY WOULD "VERY LIKELY" SUBSCRIBE TO SATELLITE RADIO IN THE FIRST


YEAR, IF HE WERE TO MOVE TO THAT MEDIUM.


EVEN IF A FRACTION OF THAT NUMBER OF SUBSCRIBERS COME TO SIRIUS, THAT
WOULD BE MORE THAN ENOUGH TO RECOUP OUR INVESTMENT.


AS WE HAVE PUBLICLY STATED, TOTAL COSTS TO PRODUCE HOWARD’S SHOW ON
SIRIUS WOULD RUN APPROXIMATELY $100 MILLION PER YEAR, FOR THE FIVE YEARS


OF THE AGREEMENT.


SIRIUS ONLY NEEDS TO GENERATE ONE MILLION SUBSCRIBERS OVER THE FIVE-YEAR
TERM TO COVER OUR COSTS.


BASED ON HIS LARGE AND LOYAL FAN BASE, WE BELIEVE THAT THIS IS EASILY
ACHIEVABLE.


PLUS, HOWARD IS CURRENTLY HEARD IN ONLY 46 MARKETS, WHICH REPRESENTS
APPROXIMATELY 55 PERCENT OF THE POPULATION.


TODAY~ HE CANNOT BE HEARD IN ATLANTA, DALLAS AND DENVER, AMONG OTHER
MARKETS.


WITH SIRIUS, HE WILL BE AVAILABLE ACROSS THE COUNTRY. SO, IT’S ENTIRELY
POSSIBLE THAT HIS FAN BASE WILL ACTUALLY INCREASE THROUGH SIRIUS SATELLITE


RADIO.
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*_Official Satellite Radio Partner of NASCAR
beginning in 2007


* Five-year agreement
~ 24/7 NASCAR channel only on SIRIUS
~ Most loyal pro sports fans


- 75 million fans nationwide (1 In 3 adults)
- #2 rated sport on television
- #1 spectator sport
- Avid fan base has grown 70% since 1998


WE ARE ALSO ACTIVELY ENGAGED IN JOINT MARKETING ACTIVITIES


WITH THE NFL TEAMS THEMSELVES.


WITHOUT QUESTION, THE NFL IS THE GREATEST SPORTS PROGRAMMING


ASSET IN THE WORLD. THEY CLAIM 175 MILLION FANS WORLDWIDE!


NOW, WE ALL KNOW THAT THEY HAVE BEEN A HUGE SUCCESS FOR ABC,


FOX, CBS, WESTWOOD ONE, AND DIRECT TV, AND WE BELIEVE THAT THEY


WILL GREATLY CONTRIBUTE TO OUR GROWTH AS WELL.


AND, WHILE WE MAY BE THE PREMIUM CONTENT PROVIDER IN SATELLITE


RADIO, WE WON’T CHARGE YOU A "PREMIUM" TO LISTEN TO ANY OF OUR


CHANNELS. FOR $12.95 PER MONTH, AND LESS IF YOU PAY FOR A YEAR’S


SUBSCRIPTION UP-FRONT, YOU GET ALL OF OUR CHANNELS, AND FREE


INTERNET STREAMING OF THE MUSIC CHANNELS.


IN A WORLD WHERE YOU CAN SPEND $100 DOLLARS PER MONTH FOR


DIGITAL CABLE TV, THIS IS AN INCREDIBLE VALUE.
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Brand Awareness at All-Time High
* The word is out about SIRIUS and satellite radio


80%-


60%-


4O%


2O%


O%


15%


Feb ’03 Feb ’04
¯ SIRIUS Unaided =


28%
36%~


62%


5ource: SIRIUS Brand Awareness Survey February 2005


Feb ’05
SIRIUS Total        "
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In-Car Listening Shifts to SIRIUS


* After subscribing, in-car listening shifts to SIRIUS
from FM/AH radio and other


45%1
:30%t


SIRIUS


12%


1~4     AM
Then Now


5% 3%


No~hino Other


ONCE YOU GET SIRIUS, IT IS WHAT YOU LISTEN TO 77 PERCENT
OF THE TIME, ACCORDING TO OUR SUBSCRIBER SATISFACTION
SURVEYS.


(PAUSE)
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New Service Initiatives


* Real-time traffic, weather and
navigation


* Video & data services
* Sports scores, stock quotes
* Key strategic


partnerships:


NAVTE~"


BUT, PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT IS NOT JUST RESTRICTED
TO HARDWARE.
SIRIUS LAUNCHED "BEST-IN-CLASS" TRAFFIC REPORTING
FOR THE NATION’S TOP TWENTY DESTINATION MARKETS
IN MARCH; AND OVER THE NEXT YEAR, WE PLAN TO OFFER
ADDITIONAL DATA CAPABILITIES, SUCH AS CUSTOMIZED
DATA, NAVIGATION, AND REAR-SEAT VIDEO TO OUR MIX.


(PAUSE)
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Canadian Expansion


The Canadian market:


¯ 11.6 million households


¯ 17.3 million vehicles on
the road


* Licensing decision expected Q2 "05
* Joint venture with Canadian. Broadcast


Company and Standard. Radio.     :.
- CBC is Canada’s national p~b{ic ..


broadcaster, operating :8.r~ationat
radio and television n~twbrks


- Standard Radio isCanada’~ larg~sl:
privately held radio company -


* SIRIUS has superior satellitecover.age
in northern regions       :..- .... . ....


* Will offer Canadian programm!ng-.:" -~


WE ARE ALSO ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN GEOGRAPHIC EXPANSION IN
NORTH AMERICA.


RECENTLY WE ANNOUNCED THAT WE HAVE JOINED FORCES WITH
THE CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION TO OFFER SIRIUS
SATELLITE RADIO IN CANADA.


SUBJECT TO APPROVAL OF THE CRTC, SIRIUS AND THE CBC WILL
CREATE A NEW CANADIAN COMPANY THAT WILL MARKET AND SELL
OUR SERVICE, INCLUDING ALL OF OUR SIXTY COMMERCIAL-FREE
MUSIC STREAMS, TO CANADIAN SUBSCRIBERS.
WE WILL ALSO INCLUDE ADDITIONAL PROGRAMMING ORIGINATING
IN CANADA, INCLUDING BROADCASTS IN FRENCH AND LOCAL
DIALECTS. THIS PROGRAMMING WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE TO
SIRIUS SUBSCRIBERS IN THE UNITED STATES.


WE HAVE ALREADY FILED OUR APPLICATION WITH THE CANADIAN
AUTHORITIES, AND WE WILL CONTINUE TO WORK CLOSELY WITH
THE CBC TO OBTAIN ALL APPROVALS NECESSARY TO BEGIN
SERVICE.
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* Potential for monthly rate * 55+ channels of potential
increase(s) inventory


* New service initiatives - Huslc channels remain .


* Tiered programming
lO0%commercla!~ree


* Advertising represented-
* Subscriptions beyond cars only 1.3% of revenue in~FY


- Homes 2004
~ Portable devices * Building il~-house
- Commercial advertising sales team :


Establishments * Opportunity to share in $20
billion annual radi~ ihdustry
advertising revenue(~) "


SO, WHAT IS GOING TO BE OUR FOCUS FOR THE FUTURE?
WELL, WE WILL CONTINUE TO BUILD OUR SUBSCRIBER
BASE THROUGH OUR EXPANDED AUTOMOTIVE AND RETAIL
PARTNERSHIPS.


WE WILL CONTINUE TO LOWER OUR SUBSCRIBER
ACQUISITION COST. THIS WILL BE DRIVEN BY LOWER
PRODUCT COSTS AND LOWER SUBSIDIES, WHILE AT THE
SAME TIME ENHANCING PRODUCT FEATURES AND
FUNCTIONALITY.


WE WILL ACCELERATE, AND INCREASE THE NUMBER OF
AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS" FACTORY PROGRAMS
INCORPORATING SIRIUS.


AND, FINALLY, WE WILL CONTINUE TO DIFFERENTIATE
SIRIUS THROUGH COMPELLING CONTENT AND NEW
SERVICES.
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Experienced Management Team


Mel Karmazin


David Frear


Scott Greenste in


James Meyer


Patrick Donnelly


Chief Executive Officer


EVP and Chief Financial Officer


President- Entertainment and Spots


President - Operations and Sales    .-


EVP and General Counsel
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Product and Financial Overview
David Frear


SIRIUS Satellite Radio
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Network Architecture Overview


Number of Satellites 3 Loral satellites (15
(Lifetime) yea~s)
Ground-Spare 1


Terrestrial 137


Diversity


Ar©hitisture


Znsurance


Risk Assessment


Three satellite
�onfigura~Jon improves
reception
U.S., much of
Canada, Mexico &
Carribean
Fewer repealers
required due to high
look angles
TermtnaLed Rs ~n-
orbit insurance on
8/2/0~
Asset: value of $950
mdlion; 15 year
expected life from
launch
Single less impairs
but: does not: disrupt
service; mJt:igatod by
ground spare
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Product-Development Pipeline


>
2.5G ~.0~ chipset ~.0~ chipset 3.0G Wearable Rear.eat
products in final stage released to products device video service
launched of production radio manu- launched launched launched
for 4Q’04 facturers for 4Q "05 NAVTEQholiday holiday trafficselling season service.season available at


retail


Lowest churn among consumer subscription services
SIRIUS subscriber report 96% satisfaction
88% are likely to recommend SIRIUS to a friend
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Attractive Business Model


* ~ual revenue streams


* Low monthly churn


* High prepaid rates (positive impact on working
capital)


~-Significant operating leverage


* Free cash flow breakeven in 2007


* Long term EB1-FDA margins of 40-50%


WE ARE ALSO ACTIVELY ENGAGED IN JOINT MARKETING ACTIVITIES


WITH THE NFL TEAMS THEMSELVES.


WITHOUT QUESTION, THE NFL IS THE GREATEST SPORTS PROGRAMMING


ASSET IN THE WORLD. THEY CLAIM 175 MILLION FANS WORLDWIDE!


NOW, WE ALL KNOW THAT THEY HAVE BEEN A HUGE SUCCESS FOR ABC,


FOX, CBS, WESTWOOD ONE, AND DIRECT TV, AND WE BELIEVE THAT THEY
WILL GREATLY CONTRIBUTE TO OUR GROWTH AS WELL.


AND, WHILE WE MAY BE THE PREMIUM CONTENT PROVIDER IN SATELLITE


RADIO, WE WON’T CHARGE YOU A "PREMIUM" TO LISTEN TO ANY OF OUR
CHANNELS. FOR $12.95 PER MONTH, AND LESS IF YOU PAY FOR A YEAR’S


SUBSCRIPTION UP-FRONT, YOU GET ALL OF OUR CHANNELS, AND FREE
INTERNET STREAMING OF THE MUSIC CHANNELS.


IN A WORLD WHERE YOU CAN SPEND $100 DOLLARS PER MONTH FOR
DIGITAL CABLE TV, THIS IS AN INCREDIBLE VALUE.
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Key Business Metrics
Subscriber Growth


3,000- 2,500 E


2,400. $15


$12
1,800                     1,143


$0
1,200


$0
20160O


0                                   $0
2003        2004       2005 E


Average Monthly Churn
5.0%


1.6%3.0%
1.5% 1.6% 1.7%


2.0%


ARPU~-


2003 - 2004-


Revenue Growth- -


0.0%’
2003           2004          2005 E                  200~


(1) ARPU after the effect of Hertz subscribers but before the effecm of mail-in rebates


2004 .....
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Decreasing Subscriber Acquisition Costs


SAC per Gross Add


* Subscriber pre-payment substantially offsets subscriber acquisition
costs


Receive 9 months of revenue in advance, on average


S~_AC 2O03 ~004 2oos E
$293 $177 <$145


[Avg. Cash Pre-Pay* ~ S117 S117
LCash Employed per Sub $176 $60 <$28


ANOTHER BENEFIT OF OUR HIGH PRE-PAY RATES AND
IMPROVED CASH FLOW, IS THAT THIS OFFSETS OUR
SAC...AND HELPS KEEP OUR CASH EMPLOYED "PER SUB"
LOW.
AND, AS WE SUCCEED IN DRIVING DOWN OUR
SUBSCRIBER ACQUISITION COST, THIS WILL IMPROVE
SIGNIFICANTLY.
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Subscriber Profitability


* Subscriber contribution margins reach 70% at scale


Annual revenue / sub $142
Variable costs 30%
Annual contribution margin / sub $100


-.
* Predictable fixed costs create high operating leverage~


- Programming
- Advertising and marketing spend
- Research and development
- General and administrative


ANOTHER BENEFIT OF OUR HIGH PRE-PAY RATES AND
IMPROVED CASH FLOW, IS THAT THIS OFFSETS OUR
SAC...AND HELPS KEEP OUR CASH EMPLOYED "PER SUB"
LOW.


AND, AS WE SUCCEED IN DRIVING DOWN OUR
SUBSCRIBER ACQUISITION COST, THIS WILL IMPROVE
SIG N I FICANTLY.
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Historical Financial Performance
FREE CASH FLOW                     EBITDA


($                                          ($ Hillions)
o o !, !


(100)


(200)


(300)


(40o)
($350)


(s00)
2002    2003    2004 2005 E


(100)


(300}-


(400)-


(S00)


~ Net: cash used in operating act:iv¢ies
~ Capital expenditures
~ Changes m Restricted Investments


Note: Free cash flow is defined as cash flow from opera~ons less CapEx and including changes in restricted Inv~tment~’- -


2002 2003 2004      200=;.E.. i"     - .     .."
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Pro Forma Capitalization


Cash and Cash Equivalents $942.11


Sen~or Notes due 2015


3.25% Convertible Notes due 2011 ($5.30)
2.50% Convertible Notes due 2009 ($4.41)
3.50% Convert=hie Notes due 2008 ($1.38)


8.75% Convertible Sub Notes due 2012 ($28.46)
Total Debt2


Shareholders’ Equity


Total Capitalization


$250.0


230.0
300.0
67.3


1.7
$849.0
994.2


$1,843.2


:13.5%
I2.5%-"


16.3% "
3.7%
0.1%


46.t~o:


.53.9%


(1) Cash and cash equiva)ents reflects cash balance as of 12/31!04 and the proceeds from this offering . i


(3) Fully dilui0ed under treasury method accounting - -- - - : ~ ." 32
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Closing Comments
Mel Karmazin


SIRIUS Satellite Radio
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Investment Highlights


* High growth industry with significant barriers to entry


* Broad OEM and retail distribution


* Superior audio content offering


_i . Dual revenue streams


~-: * Improving operating metrics - -


~i * Fully funded business plan -- ----:- --


~.~ * Nanagement team with extensive entertainment-:~i:id~.


~ ~ consumer electronics experience
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Historical Financial Performance


Net cash used in operating activities:
Net loss adjusted for non-cash
items
Changes in operating assets and
liabilities


Total


-. 2002-... 2003-: 2004


($271.1) ($337.1) ($468.1).---


(49.7)    5~.6- 133,6


($320.8) ($284.5)


Note: Free cash flow Is deft ned as cash flow from operations less CapEx and including changes m reS~l~Imd Investments    3~
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Retail Channel Drives Seasonality
* Retail channel is highly seasonal


- 55% of 2004 satellite radio tuner sales occurred in Q4


(000s) %ofannualtune~ (O00s)
1000


400                              50%      800


40%
300’                                      600


30%
200                                       400


142 1,       20%


100                               10%      200


0 0% 0
Q1 Q2    Q3 Q4


2003
QI Q2 Q3


2004
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CY2005 Factory Programs
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SI RIUS.. 
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